'Gulmohar' explores the meaning of family and home across three generations: Director Rahul V. Chittella

Theatre is an actor’s medium and film is that of the Director: Manoj Baypayee

'Sirf ek Bandaa Kaafi hai' deals with the topic of safety of minors: Director Apoorv Singh Karki

Goa, 25 November 2023

Gulmohar, a Hindi film, written and directed by Rahul V. Chittella got featured in the ‘Indian Panorama’ category at the 54th International Film Festival of India, Goa. The film explores the meaning of family and home, interweaving individual storylines of various members of the Batra family.

While interacting with media and delegates at a Press Conference organized by PIB, Manoj Baypayee, the lead actor of Gulmohar, said that the family atmosphere created by the Director on the sets served as a workshop, for shooting a heart touching film on 'family'. “Family and its feeling extended well beyond the shooting. We were playing father, son, daughter, mother in front of the camera. After the shoot, we used to get together as a family sharing ideas, laughter and food. This atmosphere has helped all young actors to stay in the role and understand all finer things about the character. The film is depicting family, its members and their interpersonal relations. This could not have been achieved without this atmosphere,” he added.
Answering the question of his transition from theatre to films, Manoj Bajpayee said that he always considered himself as a theatre actor first. He recalled that it was Shekhar Kapur, the Director of Bandit Queen, who encouraged him in the path of films by underlining the difficulties theatre artists might face with regards to monetary compulsions of the future. He highlighted the significance of theatre by saying, “Theatre is an actor’s medium in contrast to films, which is director’s medium. I find it very difficult to take credit for my performance when I am part of a film, because I know deep down that it is led by a director’s vision.”

Sharing his idea of the family drama Gulmohar, Rahul V. Chittella, Director of the film said that the meanings and definition of family and home changes with time and it will change as we age, but these are the only two things that have always mattered. “The film deals with meaning of family and home across three generations,” he said. Addressing the media on the title Gulmohar, he said, “The title Gulmohar is a poetic word and it reminds me of the very intriguing songs by Gulzar. Gulmohar is a flower that blooms and falls very quickly and its image suits the story that I am trying to tell. The film is set in Delhi and Delhi is like a character in the film.”
Santhy Balachandran, one of the actors in the film Gulmohar said that it is like a dream to debut in a Hindi film with the legends like Manoj Bajpayee, Sharmila Tagore, Simran and Amol Palekar. Drawing a contrast between Malayalam and Hindi films, Santhy Balachandran said that unlike the Malayalam film industry, Hindi cinema has got a corporate formal structure. “But in Gulmohar, I didn’t feel that corporate kind of environment because of the warmth and familial type of feeling on the set”, she added.

Apoorv Singh Karki, Director of Sirf ek Bandaa Kaafi hai, - in which Manoj Bajpayee plays the lead - also joined the conversation. Inspired by true events, Sirf ek Bandaa Kaafi hai is the story of a five-year-long standalone fight of P.C. Solanki, a Sessions court lawyer, who alone stood for truth against an influential and powerful godman having political clout, who assaulted a minor girl. “The film deals with the pertinent topic of safety of minors. It concerns all of us. Manoj Bajpayee played the character of a lawyer in the film and is fighting with the system to get justice for a minor girl. But the real fighter or first ‘Bandaa’ in the film is the child who raised voice against the injustice happened to her”, he added.

For watching the Press conference, visit:
54th IFFI : Press Conference on the film Gulmohar
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